
Video can be accessed on www.kindlips.com/pages/KLintheClassroom. 

Kid President believes the things we say can help make the world more 
awesome. Here he shares a special list of 20 things we should say more 
often.

Reflect as a class what they thought of the video.

Mini Activity

Mini Activity

Mini Activity

Crumpled Paper

My Favorite Student

Speak Kind Video

Get a small cardboard box and set it on a table. Place a mirror in the box.

Students are able to see your favorite student as long as they just look in the 
box and quietly go back to their desk. 

Once all students have seen the mirror reflect on how it made them feel.

*mirror and box are NOT included*

1. Have each student take out a new piece of paper. Have students describe their paper. (clean, 
smooth, ect.)

2. Allow students to crumple, ball up, and stomp the paper. Just don’t rip the paper.

3. Now have students try and get the paper back to its original state. Smooth it out the best they can. 
Once they are finished have them describe what their paper is like now. (dirty, wrinkled, not useful, 
ect.)

4. Have the students apologize to their paper. Reflect on what they did to the paper and the state 
that it is now in. Think of how even though they had apologized and did everything they could to 
return the paper to its original state that there are still many wrinkles that won’t go away. 

5. Explain to the class that this is the same principle that happens to people when they are bullied. 
Words can be hurtful and stay with someone forever. That is why we have to make sure we are being 
kind to one another. 

6. Kind Lips reminds us to put on our “kind lips” and say kind things to other another.


